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The Acoustic Baffle creates a modern aesthetic and improves the 
acoustic comfort in spaces where it is installed. It is a metal false 
ceiling formed by baffles of variable widths and heights according 
to the project specifications.

THU baffles are a special solution with a simple, decorative and 
functional installation. They are suspended from a semi-hidden 
support structure and with safety tabs, making each baffle indi-
vidually removable.

THU baffles are made smooth and perforated with different finish-
es with all the elements and accessories.

acoustic 
baffle

metallic ceilings staves

Perforated Finish

Wood-effect Finish
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86 mounting

• Install the straps and battens using the splice parts to ensure they are correctly aligned. 
• Place the baffles and use the baffle splice parts to ensure proper alignment. 
• Close the safety tab.
• Install side closure parts (optional).

technical characteristics

Reaction to fire Thickness Acoustics Length Regulations Material Width

A1
From 0.5 mm to 1.0 

mm

NRC from 0.40 to 0.85 
depending on the 
mounting system

Check 
depending on 

model

ISO 9001 
EN 13501-1

Steel/Aluminium 20/30/40/50 mm

Option of wood finishes

acoustic baffle

finishes

Smooth Perforated Ø6
17% perforated

Perforated Ø2.5
U | 13% perforated
M | 25% perforated
ML | 6% perforated

Perforated Ø2
U | 9% perforated
M | 19% perforated

Perforated Ø1,5
U | 11% perforated  
M | 21% perforated
ML | 5% perforated

Perforated Ø0,7
U | 2% perforated

system

The baffles are suspended from a semi-hidden support structure and 
with safety tabs, making each baffle individually removable. 

Each baffle is made 30 mm wide and in heights of 65 mm, 100 mm and 
150 mm, although there is the option to change these measurements 
based on the project.  

standard colours

White THU

Silver THU 9006

Other colours upon request. 

Technical File
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88 other systems

acoustic baffle

Baffle 65

Baffle 100

Baffle 150

technical details

Upper closure part: solution for vertical 
installation.

Flat battens: solution for curved 
shapes.


